Lakes Region Pop Up Tent

You may not know…but we have an NEA-NH Lakes Region pop-up tent that your local can borrow for association-related events! Using our tent is a great way to establish yourself as a positive, fun presence in the school district, and to get the word out there that your local is part of a bigger community of pro-public education allies.

We thought you'd like to see some pictures from a welcome back to school cookout at Plymouth Elementary School. The Plymouth Education Association (PEA) had a big presence with the Lakes Region dessert tent! “It was a huge success!” said Karen McLoud, Co-President of PEA. You will see in the pics that on the left side, there is a full wall with all the Lakes locals listed. On the right side is a half wall. The roof lets in light. Think about your fall festivals, bake sales, road rallies, contract ratification efforts....

To reserve the tent, contact:

Chris Long, Lakes Region UniServ Director
NEA-New Hampshire
(603) 715-6757
clong@nhnea.org